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Foreword

In a study of this nature it is axiomatic that its success

is due to the cooperation of several other people. Ny primary

debt of gratitude is to the informants whose cooperation

and help went beyond the bounds of courtesy. My only regret

is that in promising them anonymity I cannot give them the

individual thanks which each of them deserves.

I was assisted in securing these informants through the help

of the Town Clerk of Granby, the Postmaster of the Old Deerfield

Post Office2 and Mr. George Melnik of East Deerfield. Er. Melnik

also aapplied me ith information concerning the history of

Deerfield in the nineteenth and twentieth centui-ies.

I am also indebted to Mrs. Henry Dickinson for permission

to use her husbandls unpUblished history of Granby. Mrs. Margaret

Dickinson2 niece of Mr. Dickinson 1ft is presently writing a

history of Granbyl was also kind enough to permit me to use her

unclets work in connection with this study.

Special thanks are due to Miss Audrey Duckert whose. adVice

and. counsel have aided immeasurab2y in the completion of this

project.

Finally: I am indebted to my wife and family whose patienco

ana understanding during the past five months have made it possible

for me to undertake.this study.
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Dialect geography is the study of regional variations in phonoloa,

lexicon, and syntax within an area where one language is spoken.

These dialect areas may have been established as a result of one or

more of the following causes: any large or influential element in the

early population, migration, a cult=al center, political and/or

ecclesiastical bomdaries, physical geography, social structure, or

a large body of new immigrants? The determthation of the extent

of a dialect area is the resvat of the work of field workers who

investigate the speech of areas which racy evidence phonological,

lexical or syntactic variants.

The basic method of obtainfmg the desired information is to send

a trained investigator into a network of selected communities to

collect data by means of a prepared questionnaire. The data is

obtained from people who are representative of various social levels

within the community, and is recorded in a phonetic transcription.

An attempt is made to secure the information in as much of a

conversationea situation as is possible.2

The, most significant published contribution to the study of

dialect geography in the United States is the Linfmistic Atlas of

New Ets1..??...jid the first of a series of regional studies which wi13-7
eventually record the speech patterns of the entire United. States

and Canada. Although it is the first of its kind. in North America:

the Linttistic Atlas of New Ene..land (L.M) is one of a long series

of studies in dialect geography. illarlier atlases have been prepared

for D'ranoe (l896-1908), Swabia (1890) Denmark (1898-1912), Roumania
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(1909), Catalonia (1923 ff.), Brittarq (1924 ff.), and Italy (1928).'

Leonard Bloomfield has indicated that othe great atlases have given

rise ,o many P..erivativD studies, "4 'and this is no less true with

LATE. Kurathts Word GeovraDhy of the Eastern United Mates Kurath

and /,1cDavid:s Pronunciation of Encaish in the Atlantic States

Atwoodss Verb Forms in the Eastern United gt;ek_f_s.,., and articles such

as lass Duckert:s "The Linn,-uistic. Atlas of New h'naland Revisited"

,PADS
No. 39) offer ample evidence of the importance of LANE.

It has now been over thirty-two years since the field work for

LANE was completed. Unce that time the social changes which have

occurred in America have been phenomenal. The country has worked

itself out of a depression, fought in World War II and a "police

actions in Korea, and is now involved LI combat in Asia. , Radio,

television, a vastly improved transportation system, and an increasingly

mobile population have effected major changes in American life. For

these reasons it is more than probable that any individual will have

experienced some exposure to the speech of another part Of the country.

Indeed, it is becoming more and more unlikely for a person not.to have

been exposed to a dialect other than his own during his lifetime.

Just how =eh each of these factors has influenced ery parti9ular

dialect area would be impossible to judge. Nevertheless, .because of

the material available Ln LUli` it is pose.ble to determine to 'some

degree if change has occurred in New England.

The purpose of this study is to determine the extent and nature

of change, if any, that has occurred in the speech of two New England



coraranities within the past thirty-two years. This undertaking is

possible only because of the wealth of information concerning New

Ragland speech that is available in LVEo Because of the availability

of this data it is possible, through a revisitation of two of the

same communities, to examine the same type of individual who was

interviewed. during the original investigation, and to ask similar
0

questions.

To make the comparison as close as possible, the people who

were interviewed in 1965 were matched. with the descriptions of the

informants given in the Handbook of the laa-stic GesaL%av'ry. of New

England.5 According to the nd.}?22 three types of informants were

selected by the original Atla.s field workersc

.4 Type 1: Little formal education, little reading and :

restricted social contacts.

Type II: Better formal education (usually high school)
and/or wider reading and social contacts. ..

Type SlIperior education (usually college), aultured
background, wide,reading and/or extensive .

social contacts.°

In addition to the comparability of the 1932 and 1965 informants

. turther comparability was achieved by selecting items for investigation

directly from LP.1q. Most of the items were chosen on the basis of

revealed differences in phonoloa, lexicon and syntax between the

two communities or between the types of informants in the original

survey. Other items ware chosen because they seemed to be relics,

i.e., local folk pronunciations or terms which are in danger of
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-becoming extinct, or innovations, i.e., new terms which are

replacing old ones. Other items were chosen to reveal whether or

not phonological variations from "standard" pronunciations were still
being maintained.

The informants in LA1711 were all of old. Yankee stock; the informants

interviewed in 1965 were of a similar background. The method of

obtaining suitable informants was a simple one: in Granby (LOP) 219)

the field worker went to the office of the Town Clerk to secure the

names of some of the old. Yankee farilies who were still living in

the corarraanity. After obtaining this information, he went to the home

of one of the griggestsd families. Aiter a brief diussion in which

the purposes of the study were explained, it was discovered that the

pars= was not only willing to be interviewed', but also that she was

the daughter of one of the original T.2e1113 informants. A later interview

revealed that she was the same age as her father when he was inter.-

viewed by the L35-2 field worker The other Granby informant, who

was approached Ln his barn where he had just finished milking, also

displayed interest in the project and agreed to be interviewed.. In

Deerfield (um 228) the postmaster of the Old Deerfield Post Office -,7
was instrumental in securing the name of an agreeable informant./In

the Pine Nook section of Deerfield the field worker went to the Pine

Nook Cemetery to get the names of the old Yankee families in that

area. When one of the names from the torabstones was matched with the

name on a rural mail box in that section, the final informant was

located. It is fortunate that the informant from the Pine Nook section
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of Deerfield agreed to be interviewed, since her family is the Iasi;

old Yankee farily in Pine Nook. All of the informants were interviewed.

in their own homes and at their convenience.

Although the commmities and the types of informants visited in

1965 were similtu to those in the original kblas investigation, it

is simply not humanly possible to duplicate the exact conditions of

the ear37 thirties in 1965. One notable difference was the use of a

tape recorder during all interviews in 1965. Whether or not this

Machine had a significant effect upon the responses of the informants

would be impossible to say. It is the field worker's opinion that

the presence of the tape recorder was no more disturbing to the

informant than the time it took to record the responses in a phonetic

transcription.

One other difference betTeen this report and LAM is in the

phonetic transcription. The obvious differences are given in the

following table:

LANg 1965

The field worker's lack of phonetic sophistication has large...7

precluded, the use of diacritics and shift signs, and has resulted
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in a broad trmscription rather than the anely graded transcription

found in LAM Because of this it may appear that there are

significant differences in phonology between the 1965 survey and

LAM whereas, in fact, no such difference occurs. For example, it

is entirely possible that the LAM entry of El A Lt krvijwhich corresponds

to the 1965 entry of Ej ouvx.i may be exactly homophonous, although

the phonetic transcriptions are not the same.

From this example it can be seen that the 1965 transcription

approaches a phonemic transcription in that may significant vowel and

consonant sounds were recorded. Thus, all back low rounded vowels

were transcribed as [31 2 even though subtle phonetic differences

may be perceived by an extremely sensitive ear. In like manner, the

voicing of an unvoiced. consonant and unvoicing of a normally voiced

consonant were largely ignored*

The two comnranities selected for re-study .are Granby (L.kNill 219) and

Deerfield (LA M 228), Massachusetts. Although the comramities are no

more than twenty-five miles apart, the rate of population growth in

Granby has been so much higher than in Deerfield it was thought that

linguistic change might be more noticable in the community with the

more rapidly changing social structure. Since 1930, the last datexfor

which population fit-pares were available to the LAn editors, the

population of Deerfield has grown from 2882 to 3480, a *gain of:twenty-

one per cent; the population of Granby has grown from 891 to 4770, a

gain of five hundred thirty-five per cent.
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Granby, Xassachusetts

Although it was not established as a sparat,e parish until

1762, and not incorporated as a town. until 2.768, the history of

Granby began more than a hundred years earlier in a. religious

quarrel within the church at Haricford, Connecticut. A minority of

the members of the congregation withdrew from the Hartford church

and. joined the church at Wethersfield in 1657 or 1658. Kr. John

Russell was minister to the Wethersaeld congregation, and with a

majority of its members he moved to Hadley in 1659.7

From available records, however, it is likely that Hadley would

have been settled by pc.,ople from the Haraord area even if theiie had

been no factional quarrel within the church. In Nay, 1653 a number

of men from Windsor, Hartford, and other places petitioned the

General Court (the legislative body) of Nassachusetts to* grant them

a new plantation at Nonotuck, above Springfield.8 'Whether or not

this petition was approved is not known, and an additional pe4tion

for land "either at Nonotuck or elsewhere" was granted 't;o the

petitioners from Mr. Russell's congregation on Xay 251. 1658, with

the stipulation that "they =brat themselves to a due and orderly

hearing of the differences between themselves and their brathre:) "

During the early years after the first settlement at Hadley, the

tailn buaed. itself with the distribution of homelots, the creation

of.the first buildings, and the establishment of streets and highways.

Fortunately for the early settlers, Northampton had been settled some

five years before, and. people in that community were "happy for the .
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comfort and refreshment of Christian :neighborhood.a0 One of the

first projeots for any now settlement was the building of a road to

the nearest town* Norithampton had constmcted a road to Si)ringfield

on the easil side of the Connecticut RiVer, and the Hadley settlers

.continued that road to their plantation. They built the road on

the side of /41. Holyoke because the land. at the bottom of the

mountan was litoo wet and queachy for a highway.1111 The location

of the old Northavpton to Springfield road is not known; the extension

to Hadley is rouglay in the se...g. location s Massachusetts Route # 47.

In 1664 the County Court ordered both Northampton and Hadley

to const=t a highw between Hadley and Windsor, Connecticut on

both sides of the river, and. to determine the necessary maintenance

respondbilities of the highw for, each community. These roads

would correspond to current U.S. #5 and Alt. #5. The Bay Road to

Beision, which was begun im 1661, was located in several places in

Hadley, and. eventually connected with the Springfield Bay Road in

County contributed over one hundred pounds for a tifair and. stately

period, the main avenue of commerce was the Connecticut River, and

That this circuitous route aid not hamper a close relationship with

Boston is indicated by the fact that in 1672 the residents of Hampshire

the produce that was sent to Boston did not go by the overland route.23

brick edificen at Harvard College.14

Quabaug (Brookaaa.).12

Even though Boston was the main commercial center during this

During the eighty-eight years from 1675 to 1763 the settlers of
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the Hadley area were plagued Ilith Indian troubles. Although the

details of wars are interesting in themselves, perhaps it 1611 be a

sufaciont indication of the difficulties of the early settlers if

the wars are .simply listed:

. '*.s* King Philip's War
.. King William's War

1675-1676
1688-.1698

Queen *Anne s War 1703-1713
Fourth Indian War 1722-1726
Filth Indian War 1744-1748
Sixth Indian War 1754-2763

Although fIghting with the Indians was sporadic, the threat of
%. . .

.

conflict did not encourage new Migrations to the area. The entire

. community of Deerfield was evacuated during King Philip's War;

twenty-eight people from Hampshire Count were killed and several

captured during King War;, and over one hundred people

from Hampshire County were killed in Queen Anne's War. The records

of conflict for the later wars are rather.sketchy, and, in fact,
z

there are no Hadley records of the Fourith Indian War of 1722-1726.16

Difficult as these times may have been, the people of Hadley

were still able to maintain a thriving settlement. Petitions for

additional lands were made to the General Court in 1663, 1672, 1683V.

1715, and 1727.17 One of the areas of Hadley's expansion was to the

land south of the Nt. Holyoke Range. In 1727 settlers from this area

petitioned. the General Court to be established as a precinct because

they were located eight Miles from a place of public worship, and

the road was mountainous and bad.18 In addition they also asked for
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a portion of land, 3
3
/8 miles long and 2

5
/8 miles tilde, known

as the Crank. The Crank is now the southeastern part of Granby.

This was called the Crank "because such a handle is suggested by

the lines forming its northern and western boundary.
.19

Soon after its establishment it became clear that South Hadley

was divided into a southern part (South Hadley) and an eastern part

(Granby). In 1731 it was seen that the southern area with thirty-

seven taxable inhabitants was growing faster that the eastern area

with eighteen taxable inhabitants.
20 Nevertheless, the eastern area

did show steady growth. The following shows the heads of families in

the eastern (Granby) section of South Hadley:

1727 4

1731 9

1750 21
21

1763 69

Just as a congregational quarrel ultimately resulted in the

migration to Hadley in 1659, the establishment of Granby as a

separate community from South Hadley resulted from a quarrel

concerning the location of a meetinghouse. Since no compromise

agreement could be reached between the settlers in the eastern and

southern portions of South Hadley, the General Court set off the

eastern part as the second parish on February 18, 1672. Granby

was incorporated as a separate town in 1763.
22

Granby's growth was regular and steady for the first hundred

years after its incorporation as a town. A considerable loss in
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population, due to the Civil War and the opening of the western

frontier, occurred between 1850 and 1880, but after that date the

population increased slowly until after World War II. The following

figures show the population growth:

1768 , 400

1776*. . 491

1790 596

1820 1066
1850 1104
1880 46' 733

1910 761
1930 891

193 5 956

1940 1083

1945 el aa43

.
Although it was predominantly an agricultural community, several

small businesses were established in Granby in the late eighteenth

and throughout the nineteenth centUrieso These included the following:

a sawmill and gristmill, an iron forge, three or four distilleries,

a woolen factory, and facilities for the manufacturing of buttons,

carriages and wagons. Early in the twentieth century a smal animal

business was started by Hiss Abbie Lathrop. In 1908 she discovered

that one of her white mice had cancer, and sold it to a laboratory

for experimental purposes. The raising of diseased mice became so.7

proatable that she found it necessary to.hire helpers in the

community. . The. business soon was disbanded after. Miss Lathrop's

death in 1918.2

The early twentieth century also saw a small migration of

foreigners into old Yankee Granby. The migration of these people,



mostly French-Ca=dian, Irish and Polish, was so gradual as to be

an almost negligible factor in the social structure of the community.

There was little or no discrimination, and their numbers were not

large enough to promote the es.tablishment of foreign enclaves

within the connunity. Their numbers increased gradually, and it

became necessary for Father Crerier, a French priest from Holyoke,
s

to come to Granby to minister to their religious needs. In the

thirties services were held in Kellogg Hall, a public building,

and a Roman Catholic Church was built in 1948.

More recent population figures from*the Massachusetts State

Census Reports show the remarkable growth of Granby after World

War

1943 . 1143
1950 . . . . . . . 1861
1953 . . . . . 2853
1960 . . . . . . 4221

1963 . . . . 4770

Most of the new residents are white and blue collar workers who

collimate to jobs-in Holyoke, Chicopee and Springfield, reflecting

the general postwar move to the suburbs. Although increased personnel

at nearby Westover Air Force Base have undoubtedly aided in Granby's

popUlation boom after the war, most Granby residents do not feel

that this is the primaxy reason for Granby's recent growth. .Most

of the new residents have either built their own homes or have moved

into housing developMent areas; there are very few apartment buildings

in Granby.



The influx of middle class families into middle class Granby

has created fow social problems. There is no industry in the

community, and the residenfiacil nature of Granby has not changed.

The feeling of the old Yankees in Granby is that the new people

are not dissimilar from the people U110 have, lived in the town for

generations, and that they are "good people to have.0



Deeraeld, Massachusetts

The history of Deerfield has its beginning in a decision of

the General Court, of Massachusetts in 1651 to set off two thousand.

acres of land in Natick, in the eastern part of the state, for an

Indian plantation. The purpose of this grant was to encourage the

work of the Reverend Mr. John Bliots the Apostle to the Indians, in

his efforts to convert the Lndians. Since this land already belonged

to Dedham, the General Court in 1663 offered that community "eight

thousand acres of land in arq convenient place or p1aces.1*

The land which the selectmen of Dedham approved of was a

"considerable Tract . . about 12 or 14 miles from Hadley." Although

this location was approved in 1664, it was not until June, 1666

that Colonel John Pynehon of Springfield was authorized to buy the

eight thousand acres from the Indians. The fifteen year lapse

between the loss of the Natick land and the appropriation of the land

near Hadley is an Lndication that the Dedham settlers bad no real

interest in a new settlement on wilderness land. Although peradssion

from the selectmen was required to sell land in Pocuratuck (Deerfield),

by October 1667 twenty-four proprieters had already sold their

rights in the new community.25

In 1670 a.committee from Dedham went to the area to lay out

town streets and highways, and to set out the division of lands.

A year later houselots were drawn up for thirty-four persons,
26

presumab37 heads of families. Apparently not all of the people

for whom houselots were set out moved to Deerfield, for in 167.3 there
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were on,r twenty families in the community.27 Prior to the outbreak

of King Philip's War in 1675, the male settlers in Deerfield came

from the following places: Dedham and other towns in eastern

Massachusetts -- 14; Hadley, Hatfield, and Northampton -- 14;

Windsor, Connecticut -- 1; England -- 1; New, Jersey --1; and

Unknown -- 2.28

Although relations between the settlers at Deerfield and the

local Indians had always been nominaily friendly, the Indian attck

at Brookfield on August 4, 1675 restated in a Council of War at

Hadley on August 24, On the next, day, a detachment of men which was

sent to Deerfield was ambushed at "Pocutuck path, about eighty rods

south of Wequamps (Mount aigarloaf).1229 On the same day, Deerfield,

whose population at this time was about 125, was also attacked.

Northfield was attacked on Septertior 2, and a second attack on

Deerfield was made on Sunday, September 22. Six clays later Captain

Lothrop and his company were massacred by the Indians at Bloody

Brook. Deerfield was abandoned on September 21, 3.675."

The town was resettled seven years later; it is believed that

the first "permanent settlers" of Deerfield occupied the land in

the spring of 1682. By 16E7 there uere fifty-five property owners7-

in Deerfield, and in the followLng year Mr. John Williams was ordained

as minister of the first church at Deerrield.31 It is interesting

to note that not a single Dedham ran became a permanent resident

of Deerfield.32

Peace did not last long in Deerfield, however; the town was
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attacked by 'Indians on September 15, 1694. The General Comet

declaxed a bOunty in 1695 for Indians captured or scalps taken, and

in 1697 Dz.lerfield appealed to Connecticut for "charitable aid." A

letter from Nr. John Williams dated October 21, 1703, ndicates the

difficulties of the early Deerfield settlers:

Strangers tell us they would not live where we
do for twenty times as rrazch as we do, the enerry
having sy.911 an advantage of the river to come down
from us.3-

Mr. Williams was certainly not exaggerating, fox. on Leap Year Day,

in 1704 Deerfield was attacked by the Indians and virtually

destroyed. Half the population was taken prisoner, and most of thu

buildings in the town were burned. After the Februazy raid, the

remaining population voted to abandon the town, but the men were

pressed into military service, and the town became a rilitary
0L,garrison.--

There was relative peace in Deerfield from 1713 until 1722,

but Father Ras lets War (1723-1725) brought more hOstilities to the

town. Father Ras le was a French priest who accompanied the Indians

during their attacks; he was killed by the settlers. During the /7
interval of peace after Father Basle' s War, emigration from the older

towns into the ifwilderness area was rapid and constant."35 Deerfield

suffered through the Old French tqar (1744-1749) and the Last French

War (1754-1763) before. peace with the Indians was finanor established.36

Because of the danger from the Indians, communication between
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Deerfield and the other towns on the Connecticut River was extremely

difficult during the eighteenth century. F:rom the beginning of the

settlement, there was a road going south to Hatfield and north to

Northfield (present U.S. #5). Later, other roads were built linking

one section of the tom with another. In 1796 there was a line of

stages from Hartford, Connecticut to Hanover, New Hampshire. One

historian says that in 1799 the "fifth Mass. turnpike from Boston

was laid out;" apparently the first four attempts at a road to

Boston had to be abandoned.37

The main artery of communication and trade for Deerfield was

the Connecticut River. Although several small businesses and stores

were established in the eighteenth century, the largest cormercial

business was the freight business. .

The nineteenth century saw the establishment of _several small

industries in Deerfield. There were at least five sawrills, six

or sdven commercial cider rains, a pickle works, a cutlery works,

and a rope factory. Several small "pocketbook" shops for the making

of hand-tooled leather goods began operations during this period.

The Deerfield Plastics Company of South Deerfield started as a

"pocketbook" shop. By far the most important industry aside fram

agriculture was the railroad. The freight terminal in Deerfield

employed up to two thousand people at its peak; it now employs

about three hundred.

Prior to the 183015 the on.17 people living in Deerfield 11110 were

not of old Yankee stock were Negroes.' Slaves are reported in the



town records as early as 1695, since the marriages and births of

ail lieople had to be recorded° One of Deerfield:s Negroes, 1Bijahls

Luce of Guilford, Vermont is renown for her poem about the massacre

at the Bal...s which occurred during the Old French War.38 On the whole

it appears that the Negroes, most of whom were slaves, were treated

well; some of them were allowed to hold rembership in the church039

Although there was a small German settlement in Deerfield in

the 18.30:s (John Russell imported about 20 German craftsmen to work

in his cutlery works), the first major immigrant group to move to

Deerfield was the Irish. Several Irish people began to work on the

railroad in the Boston area and followed it westward to Deerfield.

The North-South railroad was completed in 1848, and the westward

line was completed the following year. 'With the joining of these

two lines, Deerfield added about fifty Irish families.

The French came to Deerfield as a result of the floods of 1869*

Flood damage destroyed tha mills in Conway, approximately eight miles

to the west, and the French cane to Deerfield to work in the "pocket-

book" shops. Several of the Irish people had gained employment in

these small factories: and there was considerable friction between

the French and the Irish during the latter part of the nineteenth

century. Tha original quarrel resulted from the feeling of the

Irish that the French had taken jobs that had been held almost

exclusively by the Irish. From this original quarrel ill feeling

between the two groups developed into mutual dislike.

The Polish people came to Deerfield in the 1880s. Francis

18
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Clapp, a farmer from Pine Nook whose sons has left the farm for

other work, was hav:Lng difficulty managing his farm. Dizing

visit to ono of his friends in Bridgeport, Connecticut, he noticed

that his friend had several Polish boys working for shim.. When Clapp
eft"

told or the difaculby he was having =ming his farm, his friend

suggested that he go to Ellis Island and offer work to young

Polish immigrantso. Clapp went to Ellis Island (the 'point of

debarkation for European immigrants to the United States) and offered

jobs to four Polish boys. Since. the Polish boys had originallz

come from farms in Poland, and were wil..1.ing to work hard, Clapp .

found that he did not have to give...1 them any instructions in farming.

He Airther discovered that he could get as roach work done with his

four Polish hands as he would have from twice the number of American

workers. In fact, they worked. out .so well for him that several

of his neighbors asked him to get some Polish workers for their farms.

Nr. Clapp was ultimately responsible for bringing 35 or 40 Polish

boys to Deerfield. Other fArmers went to Ellis Island to secure

Polish helpers for their own farm.% The Polish boys wrote to'Polish

girls who were living in a m:all Polish community in Yonkers, New York
V.

and told them of the employment opportmities in the areao Many..of

the Polish girls worke.d as helpers in the homes of the old Yankees

(They were known as "green girls.% and in inns and restaurants in

the area. In 1890-91 the first of several Polish marriages are

recorded in Deerfield's town records. There was a continual Polish

immigration until the start of World. War I.
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The Polish imraigration has had a more lasting influence on

Deerfield than either that of the Irish or the French. Perhaps

the reason for it is that the Polish immigrants were farmers,

whereas the French and, the Irish provided the bulk of the tnOsilled

labor for the small industries in Deerfield and in other cormnitiesol:

At any rate, during the first part of the twentieth century, when a

Yankee farmer was ready to sell his farm, there was usually a

Polish bwrer ready to take out a mortgage on it. It is not true
that' the Polish influence in Deerfield is simply a result of their

having larger families than the Yankees. On the average the Polish

people had only slightly larger fa-allies than the Yankees. The

Yankee, however, usually had more education than the second gdneration

Polish person, and ha was able to move to the city or to another part

iof the country 'without qorrying about being able to get a good job.

Thus, when the Yar.kee farmer died, his children, who were no longer
a

living in the area, often decided to sell the land.

If Deerfield felt a population increase as a result of immigration,

she also suffered a healri loss through the exneaation of the most

northern section of the town to Greenfield?, shortly alter the ...-

beginning of the twentieth century.' Greenfield? Conway? and Shelburne:7

had originally been a part of Deerfield; and the southwest section

of the town was annexed to Whately.4°

One of the reasons for this loss of territory was that these

.areas, from the beginning. of the settlement, never felt that they

were a part of Deerfield; These outlying areas had always experienced



difficulty in commteleation with the business and politica center

of the community. This difficulty in co=unication' is 1arge4r

responsible for the sectional settlement or Deertield2 which is a

result of the unusual topograpily of the original sett1ement0' There

is a strip of meadow land near the Connecticut 'River, and a range

of highlands to the west: Continuing westward there is a plain or

valley, and further high ground to the foothills' of Hoosac Mountain.

Many of these sections are 'known by their old names to the present

day: Old. Street (1671), North Meadows (1671), South Meadows

(1671)2 Cheapsido (1689)2 Wisdom (1686), Hoosac, Mill Rivers,

Wapping (1687), The Mill (1795)2 The Bars (1675), Turnip Yard.

(1753),: S-agarloaf2,,Pine Nook (1709)2 Great River (16E6)2 and. Bloody

Brook (1675)041

The following population figures, compiled from Mr. Sheldon's

histox7 and the Massachusetts State Census Reports2, show the .regilar

end steady growth of Deerfield:

1704 . . . . . . . . . 300
1765 . . . . . . 0 0' .. 737
1776 . . . . .. . . . . 836
1790 . . . . 1330
1800 . . . . 1350
1810 . . . . .. . . 1570
1830 . . . . . 0' . 0 2003
1850 . . . . . . . . 2421
1870 . . . . . . . . 3632
.1880 . . . . . . . . 3543
1910 . . 0 0 0 0 0 2209
1930 . . . . . .. . . 2882
1935 . . . .. 0 2963
1940 . . . . . . 0 . 2684 .

1945 . . . . . . . . 3083
1950 . . . 3086

21



aM 9 0. do

1960 0 0 0

1965 *

3111
3.3.38
.3480

The lack of any sudden. risa in popaation after World War II is

apparently not regretted by the citizens of Deerfieldo Xost of them

prefer tollive in the kind of tcArn described in the Hondbook of.'

the 1,,inFuistic Oc.)on.raplsv of I1'1,TT0.0.1 !=i1 OW
comnataity0; Several private schools,16.2

1:Historic agricultural

If there is one regret
the citizens of Deerfield have, it is that their attenpt to retain
the historioity of eighteenth century Deerfield Inv have attracted

. . ..

too many tourists, and thereby disturbed 'the peace of a ',quiet

New England country tounou

22
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Granby informants in Vt.till)

1. Retired farmer, 73c, POP, Pal born here.' Ancestors

among first settler 14,_ 11.111 born in South Hadley (adjoining

town.)2. descended. from original settlers.' -- High school.' (Sisters

well educated.) -- Grange. Knows many townspeople, but not the foreign.-

born. Content with his status as dirt farmer. His contempt

for lemming (moderated only by some natural pride in his sisters1'

achievements) Inv be partly responsible for his pure rustic dialect.

Normal tempo.? Slight nasalizationc? B 110'

2.. Matured informmt. Faxmer, 77 Taught school 1 yeax in

southern New Jersey, age e.; 28, and the following 3 years here.

F born in N.H., but lived lere 50 years; PM? from Worcester. 14 born

here, descended from original settlers of Hadley. Elementary
,

school.here; 2 yez=z) Monson Acadeav (c. 15 m. southeast).;

1 year, aged e. 21 at Williams College (Williamstown); next three..
years at Anherst College (c. 10 m. north of here). Has recently

interested himself in genealogy. (Wife went to Mount Holyoke College,

South Hadley.) -- Grange, church organizations. Formerly knew
:, .

nearly everyone in town, now knows as friends onay the older people., -**
I

Eager to help with the investigation. Considers ungramatical

speech vulgar. Theory of correctneSs somewhat compensated by
.t.

informant Is feeling for dialect wad genuine sense of lodal idiom.

Tempo rapid, spasmodic and staccato. Rather careful articulation,'

except when tired.' B 9.14



Granby informants in 1965

R-21901 Farmer, 62. Born in G-4?anby. Began school in Shirley,

Xassachusetts, and graduated from South Hadley High School. He

returned to Granby in 19162 aged 16. He is a =mbar of the

Congregational Church, the Grange, and the Masons. ry PGF, PGM,

all from Granby. 'm, 1,23F, and XGM from Winchester, Vt. Informant

seemed to enjoy the interview and expressed interest in the project;
Courteous and hospitable. No nasalization. Generany consistent

in loss of postvocalical although the sound was heard infrequent3y

in comrersation. Tempo slow and deliberate. The informant ends

nearly every utterance with voiced aspiration and a glottal stop.
No expressed notions on correct grain-111=0

R-219.2 catul-cd :infonmant. Retired librarian, 77. Informant

is the daughter of LAM.) informant 219.2. Born in.Granby and attended

local schools. B.A. MAddlebtuy (Vt.) College. Taught in Leominster

and Westfield, Msss.1 as well as at a private school in New Hampshire

before becoming a libr=ian at the Ho%voke Public Library. She now

serves as the librarian for the Granby Public Library.. She is
active in the Congregational Church and is a member of the Western,7
Massachusetts and Massachusetts Library Association. She is also

a member of the Daughters of the American Revolution. F born in

Granby. POP born in Chesterfield, New Hampshire and moved to Granby

as a boy.' PDX born in Granby. X and IGF born in Gran'oy. MGM born

in Hinsdale, Massachusetts. Informant has firm notions on correct



usage.: Little nasalization. Somewhat rapid twapo. Inconsistent

loss of postvocalic Erl (4 The DI tends to lae retained a:Mer Ea]

She is genuinely interested in the project since her father was one

of the original inforirlantsol

21)



Deerfield infontants in LIM

10 Farmer, 66. Has always lived. in Pine, Nook section.

F born here; N. in Halifz,.x, W.Lndham Co., Vt. (c. 20 rt. northwest).

Came here when they were raarried.n WI IMO Grammar school until 12. 10

Never married. Few social contacts. Nbt particularly interested

in the investigation, but willing to cooperate. Rather slow of

response.' Speech natural. Fast Tempo. Little nasalization.

7045

One=

26

2. Cultured informant.' Ins=ance agent, newspaper correspondent:,

66.: Has alwa7s lived in the section lalow:a as Old. Deerfield. Old

local fanalies. High school graduate. Reads considerably.'

atensive social contacts. Popular. Cax.e*ee, unambitious.'

Courteous. Local cultivated speech; fluent, accurate, without

affectation. Loud, heark,y voice. Diphthongs variable.
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Deer Meld informants in 3.9E4

ri...228o1 Farr.er2s wife, 740 Born, in Guilford rt, and moved

to *East Colrain, Hass when she was 80.' Attended gramar school in

East Colrain and two years of high school in Greenfield.* Upon her

raotherls death she was forced. to leave school to take care of the

family. Nhrried at 17, she and her husband moved to Deerfield (Pine

Nook) after their marriage. Fatherts family is from Dertfrfielde

Mother and her family came frora Brattleboro, Vt.. Her great-

grandfather had. two wives.' A son by the first wife was her grand-

father; a son by the second wife was .her husband's grandfather0 1

The informant was courteous and agreeable, although she felt that

she didn't Imow enovszh to supply the urightu answers to the questionnaire.

This lack of confidence nay accomt for nervousness and hesitancy

in some responses. Her conversational ter:po was rather rapid.'

Slight nasalization with consistent loss of postvocalic. LJ In.her
conversation she used. such e:cpressions as 5v0:14-1 for wasist and.

the short non inrhd, both..

R.42842 Housewife, 72.: Bora in Deerfield. and educated at home

until she entered Deerfield Acadery.* B.A. from Wellesley (Mass.)

College in 1925. Informant taught school at Amherst High School

for two years and four years at Westfield High School. She was a

hostess at Deerfield Acadery for one year until she was married,

am; is active in the Pi,rst Congregational Church of Deerfield and

has saved on various church nitteos She is a vice president
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of the local lastorical society. born in Deerfield. PGF originally

, from Windharl? Vt and came to Deerfield in 18620 PGM trom Warren,

Mass. 11 born in Deerfield° zral was originally from Athol, Mass .

and later taught at Dserfield Acaderfu° IMF born and lived in

Deerfield. The informant indicated little concern for correctness,

although she was obviously disappointed when she was unable to give

a response to a queztion. Genuinely interested in the investigation;

she was cour!ceous and agreeable° No nasalization. Tempo normal°.
,

Consistent, loss of postvocalicL1-1 ot



Clomparison of LANTIti Rosponsas and 1963 Responses

Item Sought

C ontent s

LP,Nrii Map No.

New England 4

drain 32

loam 33

brook 41

back road 44

far 47

February 63

Tuesday 67

cloudy dev. 88

clouds de crea sing 89

cloud s incz' e a sing 90

wind increasing 91

drought 97

wind decreasing 99

second crop of hay 223

pail 129

lunch box 330

frying pan 232

garbage pail 235

funnel 143

repair 352

crowbar 154

.pinch bax 154

29

Page

34

35

36

37

39

40

42

43

44

45

46

47

48

,

50

51

52

53

54

55

56



harrow 167 57

tube 186 58

trough 208 59

minnow 234 60

angleworms 236 61

firefly 238 62

radish 256 63

poached egg

yolk

sour milk

cottage chaese

soft 'drink

snack

sweLlo

sofa

soot

pantry

roof

porch

bitten

caught

gave

knelt

ridden

rang

Imre

ought not

295 64

296

298 66

299 67

312 68

314 69

316 70

326

335 72

344 73

$48 74

351 75

636

641

649 78

652 79

655 80

656 81

681 82 ,

698 83



Indznc

I.em sought Page

angleworm 61,

back road 38

bitten 76

bonny clapper 66

brook 37

bucket 49

buttery 73

caught 7/

clouds decreasing 43

clouds increasing 44

clouey day 42

cottage cheese 67

crowbar 55

drain 33

dropped egg 64

drought 46

. Dutch cheese 67

far

February

firefly

frying pan

Lunnol

39

40

62

51

53



garbage pail

gave

hadn't ought

52

78

83

harrow 57

knelt 79

lightning bug 62

36

69

50

loam

lunch

lunch box

minnow

New England

ought not

pail

pantry

piazza

pinch bar

poached egg

porch

radish

rang

repair

60

34

83

49

73

73

56

64

73

63

81

32



ridden

roof

rowen

80

4s

second cut of hay 48

shiner 60

snack 69

soda 68

sofa 71

toot 72

sour milk 66

rowallow 70

mill pail

trough 59

tube 58

Tue seiv 41

were

wind decreasing

wind increasing

yolk

82

47

45

33



1.1ap 10,14 The part of the United. States which includes Me.? N.H.,
Vt.? Mass.: Colm., and R.:C. *

219.1

219.2 11 4%4 Lu y I ,)

228.1 1 0 of
a

228.2 cf

R-219.1

R-228.1

R-228.2

* The items in the questionnaire were designed to elicit
responses similar to those in LIM. The questions are not
the same ones used in the LANE investige.tion.



Nap //32 lqb.en you remove water from a swamp in oHer to build
on it you are

219.1 Cl i il

219.2 di e"

228.1 i4 v I

228.2

R-219.1 d Y e

R-219.2 d e%r d f
R-228.1 ef

R-228.2 d e

III10.111001111



NaP03 What do you oral the heavy dark soil used for lemns,
gardens, etc 6 ?

219.1

219.2 01% u .yy) Li? ro

228.1 iL,111,

228.2 01" 11/1

R-219.1 U

R-219.2 0

R-228.1 I (.11, YY)

R-228.2 o v 11/1

36



Map Al What do you call running or flowing water not large
enough to be a river?

219.1 n k

21902 I.L.24_121(411k;',Y11-

22861 'Y'1'1/ k,

228.2 ti) hy

R-219.1

R.2194. 2

R..228.1 hr k

R-228.2

37



14* #44 Mont do you call less inportant roads going off a

rain highway:

219.3.

219.2

1").e3a1-00_7,(1 4

228.1 ))r-12- -0d. y)-1 cect

228.2 _12?), h ç'd, ;1"; kJ') S

R-219.2. sE Arcuel k

R.229.2 IP' 001

R-228.1

R-228.2

voud



Map #47 If you wanted to know the dis+ance from here to Boston
you would say, itHow is it to B9ston.11

219.1 ii +3)e

219.2 ha.o a

228.1 C av c,?

228.2 h o

R-219.1

R-219.2

R-228.1 Pa z

oftek,

-Ear

R-228.2



Nap 4/65 Name the month between January and March.

219.1 e

2194

228.1 fe I

228.2

R-219.1

Re-219.2

.R228.1 E

U LA)

F6-228.2

1.1",k.,r,"



.11ap #67 What day comes between Monday and Wednesday?

219.1 ± tri. ce

229.2 -VI 1,{ * ce( 4

228.1 vi 2 d.

228.2 IL -611 Ce0.=0.1..M.S.I.MaNNII

R-219.3. ..±1211:

R-219.2 tU 2

R-228ca fa z de

Rw228.2 t-U d
Amersomarandomman



Map #88 Wh At other names do you have for a cloueq c;1,72'

219.1 I ae 0 1"-

.219.2

228.2

R-219.1

R-219.2

R-228.1 d 2:-

< udr 1040HP

Rp.228.2 IMIWIME.1.0~.0.11~1I

.R-219.1 It Probably use cloucky more. People used to talk about
lowery weather.tt

42

INP 1=4. 11' 41110 *was*



Map #89 what do you say when the clouds are decreasing?

219.1 bye( ((I h wet
219.2 k ( i A ±.±.9.

228.1
hh nr

.228.2 ...k I #IL2/14L...D.f

R-229.1 lovekty\ 24.
B.219.2

.
sk 1.11rlij. 1,e .r5.2tVer

R7228.1 ktTle11/ 3 le
_

11-228.2

219.2 uNeth d3 i I usually of a change for the better. it
_



Map #90 What do you sv when the clouds are increasing?

219.1

219.2 s. s.--ty)

228.1

228.2 T ev 31.9.

Etr

11-219.2

=ormw,maimmowssomoNmearlassft.,0,......;:

Dp



Nap #91 What do you say when ilho wind is increasing?

219.1

.219.2

228.1

228.2

R.219.1

R-219.1 k

R-228.1

R-228.2 .1y4.2_4122y1



Xap #97 What do you call a prolonged period of time with
little or no rainfall?

219.1 C(?12OO

219.2

228.1

d .La. of.
NNIMMIS

R-219.1

.R-219.2 d bi

R-228.1 Cs cf

Ri-228.2 (.

46



1i4,9 09 Mat do you sv when the mind is decreasing?

219.1 .

219.2

228.1

228.2

peo<oth

9f) vo .))

dau y.

Ft,-219.1 cie c

R-219.2

R-228.1

R-228.2

47



Map #125 What do you call it when hay is cut more than once

in a season?

219.1

219.2 lect`o

PaiWNIO.NsePIIMI

228.2 raoin
R.219.1 lea U w a yl

R.219.2 a tALI

R.228.1

.

R.228. 2 LA) 9 y

YU(?)

R-219.1 uThey call it second cutting a good deal now.0

48
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Map 029 What would you uscl to carry aye gallons of water
out ado the house?

219.1

219.2

228.1

228.2

R-219.1

R-219.2

R-228.1

R-228.2

219.1

219.2

228.1

228.2

it

e

R-219. 1 ea-

R-219.2

RF-228.1

R-228.2

"tin pail, wooden pail"

"Bucket has bulging sides and made of wood pail either
wood or metal."

"Tin bucket, sap bucket (former3or of wood), pail may be
either wood or metal."

"Pail -- either wood or metal."

"Bucket was wooden."

"I'm apt to think of a bucket as wooden."

"What we used to call buckets is wooden."

"Maple sugar buckets are the lest buckets we had. You
might call it a bucket if it was wooden."

49



X* #130 If a farmer goes to work in the fields all day long,
what does he carry his noon meal in7

219.1

219.2

228.1

228.2

R-219.1

R-219.2

ti Af20

/;?y,`c". b)ks
11-228.1

RF-228.2 2 k _r_

r, 1_ L
219.1 tilie used to use a wooden jp yan.S

228.2 !VG used aMA ktvart1od3.0

"

50



Hap /A32 What is the name of the shallow metal pan with a handle
on it: used for preparing meat for a meal?

219.2

R-219.1

.R-219.2

R-228.1

R-228.2

219.1
1

219.2 5 aece3

228.1

228.2

R-219.1 'CYCIXSI:24._

R-219.2

R-228.1

R-228.2

s na-rd

Let

"skillet round bottom cast iron pan with a handle or
a bail and three short legs for use in the fireplace."

"I'm not =oh on cookint utensils."

"If it had three legs on it I'd call it a kettle."

cud they used to call it a spider?"

"We have iron spiders that we alwvs talk.about. I don't
believe .you hear that too much todv."

51
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Map #135 lilhere do you put unusable items of food aTher a meal?

219.1

219.2

-228.1 10ev)lt

228.2 S W/ CiCit

Ri-219.1

v
v:rR-219.2

R-228.1 Oab.r%cJiJ
11-228.2 diTS ou

ir

R-219.1 "We used to opil it srill pail."

R-228.1 "We had a different pail for swill."

R-228.2 "You donot hear swill pail around here arwmore."



Map #145 What would you use to get liquid into a container
with a narrow opening?

219.1 .12_11

21.9.2

228.1

228.2

R-219.1 S
'

R-219.2

R-228.1

Rf-228.2

53



Map 052 If an item is broken and you want to make it usable
again, you'd say you it.

219.1

219.2 Iks V1 e--

228.1

228.2

.R-219.1

R-219.2

R-228.1

R-228.2

)11E3) d

R-228.2 sq.:ending is repairing something with some kind of adhesive.
You'd fix a fence.0



Map #3.54 What do you call the long iron bar used to assist in
removing large stones from the earth2

219.1

219.2

228.1

228.2

( ha

La"

R-219.1 )Oo ha

R-219.2 kr6baY

R-228.3. Ol)

R-228.2 )0 b a.

-

53



#154 A winaller iron bar with a curved end.

219.1.

219.2 a.)-ec..)4 Loa a

228.1

228.2

R-219.1

R-219.2

R-228.1 g- b

7

R-228.2 jeEk.T. h h ra



a t th ; ) # " "
I

Ilap #167 A farm implement with discs or teeth used to smooth
out a field is called

219.1 he:), y

219.2 h

228.1

. 228.2 Ar;:ple

R-219.2 Lay0 u

R-228.1 A 2 DO

R-228.2 h evie-00

37



Map #146 If a bic;rcle tire has been punctured by a nail you
have to fix the inner

219.2

228.1

228.2

ILJI b

40

b

R-219.1 Lid 13

R-2192 .1- h

R.228.1 *1- 6( I')

R.228.2 u b

58
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Map #208 What do you call the long wooden things that pigs
eat out of?

219.1

219.2

228.1

228.2

R-219.1

R-219.2

R-228.1

R-228.2

»04P



Map #234 'What do you call small fish often used for bait?

-

219.1 S c?En22...

219.2 e

228.1'

228.2

R-219.1 q.2_112,2.

R-219.2

R-228.1

R-228.2 141Z11002.-

r
71, p7777-.7.47:717777'c't,,-, 112.41, 4":47 Q7,7"Y Ai 774P4,, Fr'''

60

,,



Map #2,6 What do you call the ?Long thin things that boys dig
up in gardens to use for bait?

219.1

219.2

228.1

` R-219.1

R-219.2

w 3 Yes 2-

1,1

R-228.1

R-228.2 .tan w3 WO-

61



Map #238 What is the name of the small insect that flashes
light troIll its tails/

219.1

228.2

R-219.1

Rp-219.2

R-228.1

R-228.2

a T

Cnr

aas'ftj '1 jo-

raJ-nr.) Ica-

.9

62



Map #295 What do you call an egg that is taken out of its shell
and cooked in boiling water?

219.1

.219.2

228.1

? 106-Kt
e

228.2 .2.1.1))

R-219.1

R-219. 2

R-228.1

R-228.2

219.1 opoached -- dropped into hot nilk.ff

R-228.2 "I c04. it egg on toast. I never call it dropped.0

64



Map #296 Name the parts of.an egg.

219.1

219.2

228. 1

22802

lip.219. 1

R.P.219.2

Rp.228. 1

R428o 2

kil..0

65
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Nap #298 lk that has been sitting out for a few days becomes
thick and is called

.R.219.1

R.228.1

R-228.2

219.3. 1/4c

.219.2

228.1 )) 4

228.2 ba

R-219.1

R-219.2

Rp-228.1

...,sayboo

viAJP

bcV

R-228.2 1bd id

IlYou thight say it's curdled." Informant has heard:locnny
clapper.'

Informant has not heard the term bonny clapper.

Informant has not heard the term bonny. c.lipper.
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Nap #299 what do you call the lumpy cheese made from sour milk2

219.1

219.2

228.1

228.2

R-219.1

.R-219.2

R-228.1

R-228.2

_Lc/3-ff 4-

Cf
dAt (i z

k-) tr fz
.

d)v61.2

R-219.1 uThey used to call it Dutch cheese.0

R-228.1 .uThey used to cv3.11 it Dutch cheese."

R-228.2 ffIf you went into a store and asked for Dutch cheese I
don't think they'd know what you want.0



Map #312 What do you call a soft, drink, usually but not aluvs
carbonated?

..

219.1

219.2

228.1

228.2

R-219.1

R.219.2

R.228.1

R-228.2

SOO cf)

-----1Ca-4 I

C)11Cf

(couch

/WIWI

R-219.1 IIThey used to call it tonic when / was a boy." .



Nap #314 What do you Call it when you eat between meals?

219.1

219.2

228.1'

228.2

Rf-219.1

Re-219' 2

B-228.1

R-228.2

Shi

62



Map #.316 In order to get food from your mouthyou

219.1

219.2

228.1

228.2

R-219.1

RF-219.2

.R-228.1 SW) (0b

R-228.2 ( O.

if

into



Nra13:. 026 What - you*: call: a: pièce : of.nuphOIstered fewniture with
aras 7:on_ lioth: .ends,. large enough for two or
inoro:poop16Z

22,90$ Stb..flv."

219i

R21.9.;21:-: Icr4

R;228i1.... CL4e !,/,--) 11T ril-*--0

is.
A; i , .._ .0 A_

/7-

1'



Map 035 What do you cell the black stuff on the inside of a
fireplace?

219.1

219.2

228.1

228.2 SOt
R-219.1

R-219.2

R-228.1

R-228.2

u

s

72



Xap #341+ What do you call the little room off of the kitchen
where dishes and unrefrigerated fOods ara kept2

228.1

FG..219. 1

RP.228. 1

219. 2 .a.?2

228.1

228. 2

R...219 .1

BP.219 2

RP.2284) 2

jvC112:1...

. .

Flz1111±V

)

...

thQII ric

"Buttery, formerly sometimes an addition to the regular
pantry."

"Old Yankees called it that (buttery); they
butter in it.0 used to. keep

Informant does not use buttery row; she say
an older term..'

7.3

s that it- is



71;ak #348 What do zrou oval the top of tl-le ifiotse?

20A

4.



Ibro 1351 Ullat do you call the part of the house that is outside,
sometimes screened in: and may be either in back or in
front?

21.94.

219.2. (7 /)

228.1
_

228.2 rrt.C.

R-219.1

R-219.2 i LIP 2D

R-228.1 LI fr-r2.

111

R-228.2 Os)* C-

R-219.2 "I usually say piazza.0

R-228.1 itMaybe they called temb)01.,1

R-228.2 nYou'd gc up the steps to a piazza.11

2,2
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had.. be.en. tom. by- th e. te_eth. of' a dog
yp erd woad:. ay. ItI

.219;1: b.1

219z A- i.?+

228Z1._

Chi

Ri-1219;1_ a brt- hi

R;t228:1._

Ri.228: Z.

w 2

Ed zpt Lr±fr,

76



#641"... iis:you-.:1-1.ad.:- art extrene2.y. rishirig tr-fip last:
stz,.. 117- e; dozen trotzt-, week."

2192,7=

228 .T2'; . .IMOYIIIMIIIIMINIM111011111MItiff
c%

1321922

R;223;11.

R228:2:1

1



ap 7649 In referring to an item you received, for your birth.deyy.
zrou woad, say ItIvITife it to me on rig birthday.11

219 a 1

219.2

228..3.

222 qpr v

R-219.1

S-2192 .e

IOW

Waal

78
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Map #602 If =sone. was on his knees in church last Stinday
waull %wit Ith'a

joiL

219.2. nett
22£1.1,

2264a t
R-219,a,

11,7219.2:

R-228a

F6-228.2. rie

he 1-
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Map M. In talking about the number or times you have been On

horsebezk you might say9 "I have

219.1

. 1211._.:
Ou oe

219.2

many horse se"

228.1 Irt) t.) Ce

228.2 Jei d
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Kap .056 If you had. been bothered by the neighborhood children
you !might sy nhose kids ray doorbell a hundr4
times ye sterdv.11

219.1

219.2

228.1

228.2

11-21.;9..1

R-219.2

R-228:2



ylap 1/681 In warning a child who was getting too close to a flte
you might says "If I you I wouldn't get any
closer."

219.1

219.2. If fae LA)

228.2

R-219.1

1?/-219.2

R-.228.1

R-228.2

f

qcri wa tvi

c1

W 3

,...

82



Hap #698 In.talking about something a child shouldn't have done
yesterday you might say ohe

219.1

219.2

228.1.

228.2

RP419.1

R419.2

R428.1

R428.2

Dqo

jecei±.2:11L .

Dv' Past 1-0

D1110.21/

D+ 03.1- 'ft! ebn

tofttu 'kw/ dim A-



Although the number of items chosen for investigation is not

large enough to warrant the drawing of far-reaching conclusions

concerning the speech patterns of Granby and Deerfield, it is still

possible to point out certain tendencies of linguistic change which

appear to be occurring in both communities. The changes which have

occurred are found in all three areas under consideration: phonology,

lexicon and syntax. In addition to linguistic change there are also

some striking similarities between the 1965 results and the 1932

field work in LANE.

Since the LANE field markers chose their informants on the

basis of pre-selected types, and the 1965 investigation was conducted

with the same "types", it will be helpful in the discussion of

linguistic change to indicate the "type" of each informant. According

to the Handbook of the Linguistic Geography of New England, the

informants are classified as the following:

219.1 Type II

R-219.1 Type II

219.2 Type III

R-219.2 Type III

228.1 Type I

R-228.1 Type I

228.2 Type III

R-228.2 Type III
47

Among the items in which phonological change was noted, um can

see that some normalization of pronunciation has occurred. In both

communities the Type I informants offered the following responses

84



in LPITE: drain was pronounced with anril the terminal vowel in

harrow and swallow was theril ;L3] was given as the vowel sound

in km; andtil was the first vowel sound in radish. In 1965 all

informant s gave the tt standard" pronunciation of rd p

&to) 0 Pr'611:3 p and ri-xdill respectively in response to

the quest,ionnaire, although the Type I informant in Deerfield

gaveLe.r.r2] in conversation. In 1965 the terminl consonant in

troull was given astO ; LANE' s Type III informant in Deerfield.

gave Lfi

so-called

The fact that none of the 1963 informants has adopted. the
LitY6"standard" pronunciation of trash is a clear indication

)/1
of the conservatism of dialect pronunciations.

Loam presents an interesting coincidence with the LANE results

in that both Types I and II informants gave nunt-, and all Type III

informants gave Uou . Soot shows that Eta has not completely

overtaken the pronunciation, sinceauil was readily given as a

response by the Type III informant in Granby in 1965. The vowel [iI]
appears to have completely taken over in the pronunciation of Easf,

since the Type I informant in Deerfield in LkNE was the only informant

who gave a of] as a response.

Another interesting phonological feature is the absence of a-

glide in Tuesday, and tube in 1963: IAAM reported 'a glidetrili Li ,

for all informants in kt..0)e and for both Granby informants in

Tuesday riluxderj. Among all the informants, both LANE and 1965,

a glide was substituted in the pronunciation of FebruaryEabiuged.k.ii

It was not unusual to find lexical variations between the 1965

777,7177-

85
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field work and. LIM. Vnereas lowerr was given by all but the Type III

informant in Deerfield in LAN1 this form occurs only in the response

of the Type II informant in Granby in 1965. which was

given for frying uan by all of the informants in TAM, was found only

in Granby in 1963 where it was the primary response of the Type III

informant. In Deerfield, swill pail has apparently been replaced

by arL.ria2m. e_ pail. This perhaps cannot be considered as an authentic

innovation, since swill is a particular term used for inedible food

which is saved for the feeding of hogs.

Authentic innairations can be seen in funnel which has replaced

tunnel, and snack which has replaced lunch. Tunjie.L. which was

given in all responses in LANE has been entirely superseded by f.Iinnel

in both communities. 22.,A0which was heard but not used by the LANE

Type III informant in Deerfield, is given by all informants in1965.

Li.zhtning bus, which was given by all informants in LAM is given

as a response only by the Type II informant in Granby in 1965; the

others given firefly. 12,m, cl_102s: has unquestionably been

replaced by either sour or curdled mi...,L,R although the term was offered

by the informants in Granby in LANE it has not been heard by the

Granby informants in 1965. The comments by the 1965 informants 7,7
indicate that Dutch cheese is no longer a common term, even though

this was the primary response offered by three of the four LANE

informants.

No less intereSting are the terms which are being retained.

Rowen, angleworm, dropped, eas,, and Elam au continue to be in
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current usage. & case of personal usage can be seen in. the. Type I'll

informant in Deerfield in 1965 who gave poachsl. as the primary

response; the informant added. that she calls it "egg on. toast."

On LANE maR #154 the terms crowbar and ELI:1.2h bar are both

given as the primary response for an iron bar used for purposes. of

3.everage. In the belief that these two words are not used. to describe

.the same #plementx the 196 5. questionnaire was designe& to elicit

two separate and. distinct responses. The responses given were

crowbar for the long, iron bar used for purposes of leverago4 and

tinch bar as well as wreckinc bar for the snaller iron bar with a

curved end. The term wreckinct bar was not found in either eonraunity

in LAIS.

Verbs do not show: as lynch of a marked contrast between tpes

of informants in 1965 as they did in LANE. aus12.6 gave, .1-,y4,

and. the subjunctive were were all given in the so-called "standard"

forms in 19652 whereas in LANE the Types I and II informants offered

vungrammatioal" substitutes. A curious standardization appears to

have occurred vith the past tense of the verb to kneel: LANE has

kneeled for the Types I and II informants and knelt for the Type ra

informants. The 1965 investigation found knelt to be the response

by all informants. The past participle of the verb to ride was
:

offered as rode by the Types I and II informants in 1.4 LIg_ , and by

the T3ipe / informant in Deerfield in 1965; all others gave rtdden.

The negative form of the verb ourfht to was given in LANE as

hadn't ought, to. by el but the Type /II informant from Deerfield.

"74.-4r."1177,-17trrmi -771,747,-.T.r717

.

-
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The 1965 investigation revealed that hadn't ourfht to was given

as a response only by the Type II informant in Granby.

An 3alteresting duplication of response can be seen in the terms

used to describe the conditIon wilen the clouds are decreaang. All

of,the informants in Deerfield (both LANE and 1963) use the term

clearin au; in Granby the Type II informant in LAM gave breaking

wax" and in 1963 breakinv v2.5 the Type III informant in Granby in

LANE gave clearing while the 1965 counterpart gave clearing, with

breaking zaa as a secondary response. The retention of a different

term for the same item is seen in LANE map #234; Granby still.uses

shiner while Deerfield uses minnow to describe the small fish

used for bait. The pronunciation of egg Lea shows a pattern of

distribution similar to the one found in the description of decreasing

clouds. Both the LANE and the 1965 informants in Granby pronounce

thefa ; both Type I informants in Deerfield gaveryik3 ; and both

Type II/ informants in Deerfield pronounce it asEj oc,k) without

theD1 Whereas the term bonny clapper has evident17 been

replaced by sour or curdled milk, the Type I informant in Deerfield

in 1963 offered El 3 b )ta , siiilar to LAM's Type I informant

from Deeraeld who gayer( VpT) This is particular37

interesting since both Type I informants also gave.E3tf k .

- On the basis of the information presented here we can see that

there are striking similarities between the results of the 1963

investigation and LANE. There are also enough differences between .

the results of the two surveys to indicate that a subtle and almost
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imperceptible; linguistic change is ocearring in both communities.'

The tenacity of relics (lowery, nspider, andEjElk) ), and the

acceptance of innovations (11..mnel and snack) indicate both the

resistance to and the acceptance of change in the language..

The nature of the lingUstic change which we have seen offers

little evidence to support the proposition that such change is greater

in Granby because of its more rapidly changing social structure: Rather

than a difference in the rate of change between conununities, there seems

to be a tendency towards standardization in the use of language among

the different types of informants. The Type I and Type II informants

in 1963 offer fewer variant.s in phonology, lexicon and syntax than

their counterparts did in. the original. 1:11111 investigation. In another

thirty or so years it would not be surprising to find that the

differences among types would be further minimized.

lath the tendency towards standardization of language it mast

not be assumed that this will ultimately lead to a loss of distinctive

dialect features within a given area. The pervasiveness of the loss of

postvocalic Erl , and the phonemic significance that the low back

rounded vowel ED] continues to have in words like no.b., : coLlb

in New Zagland indicate that mass media, improved transportation, and

continued urbanization have had a much greater influence on lexicon

and syntax than on phonology. In the flature, it is more 'than like17

that dialect areai will be distinguished more by phonological variation

than by any other linguistic phenomenon.
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Appendix I

The Questionnaire

1. The part of the United States which
includes Me., N.H., Vt., Mass., Conn.,
and R.I.

2: When you remove water from a swamp in
order 'to build on it you are

3. What do you call the heavy, dark soil
used for lawns, gardens, etc.?
h. What do you call running or flowing
water not large enough to be a river?
5. 'What do you call less important roads
going off a main highway?

6. If you wanted to know the distance from
here to Boston you would sv, IlHow is
it to Boston?tt

7. Name the month between January and
March.

. .

8.. What day comes between Monday and
Wedne sdv?

9.., What other :names do you have for a
cloudy day?

10. What do
decreasing?

3.1... What do
increasing?
.. .1

12. What do
increasing?

1.3. What do
of time with

14. What do
decreasing;

l ' .. .

you say when the clouds are

you say when the clouds are

you say when the wind is

you call a prolonged period
little or no rainfall?

you say when the wind is

r
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13. What do you call it when hky is cut
more than once in a season?

16. What would you use to carry five
gallons of water outside the house?

17. If a farmer goes to work in the fields
all day long, what does he carry his noon
meal in?

18. What is the name of the shallow metal
pan with a handle on it, used for preparing
meat for a meal?

19. Where do you put unusable items of
food after a meal?

20. What would you use to get liquid into
a container with a narrow opening?

21. If an item is broken, and you want to make
it usable again, you say you it.
22. What do you call the long iron bar used
to assist in removing large stones from the
earth?

2. A smaller iron bar with a curved end.

24. A farm implement with discs or teeth
used to smooth out a field is called
23. If a bicycle tire has been puncturedby a nail you have to fix the inner
26. What do you call the long wooden things
that pigs eat out of?

27. What do you call the small fish often
used for bait?

28. What do you.call the long thin things that
boys dig up in gardens to use for bait?
29. What is the name of the small insect
that flashes light from its tail?
30. What is the name of the small, red and
round vegetable with a white inside, which is
often used in salads? It is commonly grown in
a home garden.

471<



31. Mat do you call an egg that is taken
out of its shell and cooked in boiling water?

32. Name the parbs of an egg.

33. zaak which has been sitting out for a
few days becomes thick and is called

34. What do you call the lumpy cheese made
from sour milk?

35. Mat do you call a soft drink, usually but
not alwvs carbonated?

36. Mat do you call it when you eat between
meals?

37. In order to get food from your mouth into
your stomach you

38. Mgt do you call a piece of upholstered
furniture with arms on both ends mhich is
large enough for two or more people?

39. Mat do you call the black stuff on the
inside of a fireplace?

40. Mhat do you call the little room off of the
kitchen where dishes and unrefrigerated foods
are kept?

41. What do you call the top of the house?

42. What do you call the part of the house that
is outside, sometimes screened in, and may be
either in back or in front?

43. If yourflesh had been torn by the teeth of
a dog yesterday, you would sq. "I Of

44 If you had an extremely successful
fishing trip laSt meek you might say, "I

a dozen trout last meek." .

43; In referring to an item you received
for your birthday you would say, ny,y. wife

to me on Dry birthday."

46. If swieone was on his knees in church
last Sunday you would say, "He on

MrrztV...,Mtrr7.mr,



44t Itc.t alking about.. the .nurio.er. of.:times
ypu.:11'ave :.1Yeen..on Ibrseback..ypu. nigh. t.: svs
Ilr.hhve many, horm s.

tieen..Vothered :by, the .

neigbbbrhbod:child.ten..you. Talent.. say,. .

"Those kid pr, hundi.ed:
tiines7psterday. V

s :, getting :too .
alb se ...to:: a;: fire Lyou:mierib say, slIf

olb ser.

5O Ifr.ta1king:abbut.': something: a child.'
shOulari 1.t., have . clOne ye sterd6y, .ypu:rnight .

sari; HMS-. sp.

47-"Mr-
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Appendix II

Responses of the Informants

Responses of R-219.1

1. The part of the United States which
includes Me., N.H., Vt.., Mass., Conn.,
and R.I.

2. When you remove water from a swamp in
order to build on it you are

What do you call the heavy, dark soil
used for gardens, lawns, etc.?

What do you call running or
not large enough to be a river?

Fel r evC3

Ouw-tj

flowing water L--hvvk

Eszk Adek i poud3

Cbtric kovog

E-c

EfEbjuwz,,ii

Et tild'

Okekxlit 0,3

5« What do you call less important roads
going,off a main highway?

.
6. If you wanted to know the distance from
here to Boston you would say, "How is
it .to Boston?"

7. Name the month between January and
March.

8.. What day comes between Monday and
Wednesday?

9. What other names do you have for a
cloudy day?

.-

10.. What do you say when the clouds are
decreasing?
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11. What do you say when the clouds am
increasing?

32. What do you say when the wind is
increasing?

33. What do you call a prolonged period
of time with little or no rainfall?

14. What do

99

Lc k 01]

ricanix (9j)

rdieuP1
you say when the wind is decreasing? Edarj d a u

13. What do you call it when hay is cut
more than once in a season?

16-4 What would you use to carry five
gallons of water outside the house?

3.7. If a farmer goes to work in the fields
all day long, what does he carry his noon
meal inT

18. Wnat is the name of the shallow metal
pan with a handle on it, used for preparing
meat for a meal?

19. Where do you put unusable items of
food after a meal?

20. What would you use to get liquid into
a container with a narrow opening?

21. /f an item Is broken and you want to make
it usable again, you say you it.

22. What do you call the long iron bar used
to assist in removing large stones from the
earth?

EpautAiovj

E ez (3

Edexylo ferC

E arjr p
Tsfax-craj

E9ab ivez-

EkyouLa#7



23. A smaller iron bar with a curved end.

24. A farm implement with discs or teethused to smooth out a field is called

25. If a bicycle tire has been puncturedby a nail you have to fix the inner
:

26. What do you caIl the long wooden thingthat pigs eat out of?

27. What do you call =all fish often usedfar bait?

28. What do you call the long thin thingsthat boys dig up in gardens to use forbait?
''

29. What is the nama of the small insect.that. flashes light from its tail?

30. 'Mat is the name of the small, redand round vegetable with a white inside,which is often used in salads? It is
commoely grown in a home garden.

31. What do you call an egg that is takenout of its shell and cooked in boilingwater?

32.. Name the parts of an. egg.

33. Mak which has been sitting out fora few.days becomes thick and is called

34. What do you call the lumpy cheesemade from sour milk?

100

Dovt°u3

E

rvi

-F0Xj .C]

h2da.".72:j

&ei-Dipt3

rptilic

Davv1)21
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35." What do you call a soft drink, usually Sotaes9
but not always carbonated?

36. What do you call it when you eat n 21:1
between meals?

37. In order to get food. from your mouth stet/3 IoU.7
into your stomach you

fuz. arm ES38. What do you call a piece of upholstered
niture with s on both ends which is

large enough for two or more people?

39. What do you call the black stuff on E 4-g
the inside of a fireplace?

of the kitchen where dishes and unrefrigerated El3c-)2)111-
40. What do you call the little room off

foods are kept?

41. What do you call the top of the
house?

42. What do you call the part of the house
that is outside, sometimes screened in, and.
mv be either in back or in front?

43. If your flesh had been torn by the teeth
of a dog yesterday, you would say, "I ."

44. If you had an extremely success.ful
fishing trip last week you might say, "I

a dozen trout last week."

45. In referring to an item you received
for your birthday you would say, "lib wife

it to me on my birthdv.

46. If someone was on his leri--Gas in church
last Sunday you would sv, "He

..

E

Eeist/j

E

frprzet777,77.7.77,77'."-r.



47. In talking about the number of times
you have been on horsdback you might say,
"Ihave many horses."

48. If you had been bothered by the
neighborhood children you might say,
."Those kids rry doorbell a hundred
times yesterday."

49. In warning a child who was getting too
close to a fire you might say, "If I
you I wouldn'T get any closer." .

In 'talking about something a child
shouldn't have done yesterday you might
say, "He



Responses of R-219.2

1. The part of the United States which
includes Me. ; N.H., Vt. ; Mass. Conn.
and R.I.

2. When you remove water from a swamp in
order to build on it you are

3. What do you call the heavy; dark soil
used for lawns: gardens; etc.?

4. What do you call running or flowing
water not large enough to. be a river?

5. What do you call less important roads
going off a main highway?

6. If you wanted to know the distance from
here to Boston you would say; "How is
it to Boston?"

7. Name the month between January and
March. . .

8. What day comes between Monday and
Wednesday?

9. What other names do you have for a
cloudy day?

10. What do you say when the clouds are
decreasing?

11. What do you sv when the

12. What do you sv when the
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clouds are increasing?

wind is increasing?



13. What do you call wprolonged period
of time with little or no rain2all?

14. What do you say when the wind is
decreasing?

15. What do you call it when hay is cut
more than once in a 'season?

16. What would you use to carry five
gallons of water outside the house?

17. If a farmer goes to work in the fields
all day long, what does he carry his noon
meal in?

18. What is the name of'the shallow metal
pan with a handle on itt used for preparing
meat for a meal?

19. Where do you put unusable items of'
food after a meal?

20. What would you use to get liquid into
a container with a narrow opening?
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21. If an item is broken and you want to make
it usable again, you would say you it.

.22. 'Mat do you call the long iron bar used .

to assist in removing large stones from the
earth?

23. A smiler iron bar with a curved end.

24. A farm implement with discs or teeth
used to smooth out a field is called

r..

d2tog



23. If a
by a nail

26. 'What

that pigs

bicycle tire has been puncturedyou have to fix the inner

do you caIl tho long wooden thingeat out of?

27. What do you call small fish often usedfor bait?

28. What do you call the long thin thingsthat boys dig up in gardens to use forbait?

.29. What is the name of the small insectthat flashes light from its tail?

30. What is the name of the small, redand round vegetable Idth a white inside,which is often used in salads? It iscommonly grown in a home garden.

31. What do you call an egg that is takenout of its shell and cooked in boilingwater?

32. Name the parts of an egg.

33. Milk which has been sitting out fora few days becomes thick and is called

34. What 'do you call the lumpy cheesemade from sour milk?
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35. What do you call a sbfb drink, usually. but not alwvs carbonated?

. 36. What do you call it when you eatbetween meals?
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37. In order to get food from your mouth
into your stomach you 275 c,D,iloo

Aznature with arms on both ends which is ka Z]
38. What do you call a piece of upholstered

large enough for two or more people?

39. What do you call the black stuff on ES CI *rithe inside of a fireplace?

40. What do you call the little room off
of the kitchen where dishes and =refrigerated Ep2h*fr(1
foods are kept?

41. What do you call the top of the L-- kuhouse?

42. What do you call the. parb of the house id)that is outside, sometimes screened in, andmy be either in back or in front?

of a dog yesterdv, you would say, "I
43. If your flesh had been torn by the teeth bl t )1

44. If you had an exbremely successful
fishing trip last week you might sv)

a dozen trout last week." .

45. In referring to an item you received
for your birthday you would s3y, "My wife

it to me on iry birbhday."
e-

46. If someone was on his knees in church ne. 71111last Sunday you would sw, "He 11

47. In talking about the number of times
you have been on horieback you might say,
"I have many horses."



48.. If you had been bothered by the
neighborhood children you might say,
uThose kids roy doorbell a htmdred
times yesterday."

49. In warning a child who was getting too
close to a are you raight say, "If I
you I wouldn't get any closer.if

30. In talking about something a child
shouldn't have done yesterday you might



Responses of Ft.228.1

l'ef The part of the United States which
include s Na., N.H., Vt. , Mass. I Corm.
and R.I.

Li' I (dig
.--

troll. smInP Ldk-ei-n3order to build on it you are 'to.01111.61

3. What do you call the heavy, dark soil used WI]forlawns, gardens, etc.?

4. Wnat do you call running or flowing killwater not large enough to be a river?

5. Wnat do you call less important roads Ekan+k rot4going off a main highway?

6.. If you wanted to Imow the distance from
here to Boston you would say, "How isit to Boston?"

7. Name the month between January and
March.

8. What day comes between Monday and
Wednesday?

9. What other names do you have for a
cloudy day?

10. What do you' .sky when the clouds are
decreasing?

EraJ
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11. What do you sv when the clouds are increasing:

12.. What do you say when the wind is increasing?

1111111hritilleINIImpOWS



33. What do you call a prolonged periodof time with little or no rainfall?

14. What do you scv when the wind is
decreasing?
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it when hay is cut t)What do you
than once in a season? Eli- a tux )13ll

16. What woad you use to carry five
gallons of water outside the house?

17. If a farmer goes to work in the fieldsafl dv long, what does he carry his noonmeal in?

18. What is the name of the shallow metalpan with a handle on it, used for preparing
meat for a meal?

19. Where do you put =sable items ot
food after a meal?

20. What would you use to get liquid into acontainer with a narrow opening?

C.

21. If an item is broken and you want to makeit usable again, you say you it.

22. What would you call the long iron bar usedto assist in removing large stones rrom theearth?

23. A smaller iron bar with a curved end.

rio
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24. A farm implemeused
to smooth out a eld is called hxkoofi ]rrt with discs or teeth E



25.' If a bicycle tire has been punctured
by a nail you have to Lix the inner

26. What do you call the long wooden thing
that pigs eat out of?

27. What-.1.do you call &mall fish often used
for bait?

28. What do you call the long thin things
that boys dig up in gardens to use for bait?

29. What is the name of the small insect
that flashes litiht from its tail?

30. What is the name of the snail, red
and round vegetable with a white inside:
which is often used in salads? It is
commonly grown in a home garden.

31. What do you call an egg that is taken
out of its shell and cooked in boiling
water?

32. Name the parts'Of an egg.

33. Milk which has been sitting out for
a few days becomes thick and is called

34. What do you call the lumpy cheese
made from sour milk?
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35. What do you call a soft drinks usually
but not always carbonated?

36. What do you call it when you eat
between meals? [Dix la
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37. In order to get food from your mouth
into your stomach you

38. What do you call a piece of upholstered
furniture with arms on both ends which is
large enough for two or more people.

39. Ilhat do you call the black stuff on
the inside of a fireplace?

Ls W.) fo up

Ed*.

ut7

kau

40.. 'What do you call the little room off 1 D odh
J .

of the kitchen where dishes and unrefrigerated ft:Ph .
7),°

foods are kept?
.

43... What do you call the top of the
house?

421. What do you
that is outsides
may be either in

call the part of the house
sometimes screened ins and
back or in front?

43. If your flesh had been torn by the teeth
of a dog yesterdays you would says III 11

44. If you had an extremeay successThl
tishing trip last week you might says III

a dozen trout last week."

45... In referring to an item you received
for your birthday you would says IfY7 wife

it to me on rry birthdv."

46. If someone was on his lames in church
. last SVnday you would says "He off

47. In talking about the number of times
you have been on horseback you might sky,
"I have many horses."



48. If you had been bothered by the
neighborhood children you might say,
fiThose kids irv doorbell a hundred
times yesterdkv.11

49. In warning a child who was getting too
close to a fire you might say, "If I
you I wouldn't get any closer.i:

5 O. In talking about something a child
shouldn't have done yesterdnv you might
svi "He

r'.



Responses of R-228.2

1.. The part of the United States which
include s Me. N.H. Vt. I Mass* C onn.
and R.I.

L7i u):1-042 fday

2. When you remove water from a swam in Ed e Jiorder to build on it you are

3. What do you call the heavy, dark soil used 16 0for lawns gardens) etc.?

4. What do you call running or flowing .z.hkok3
water not large enough to be a river.

ikMelfli lead) d2di5. What do you clla less important roads 6 kratir
going off a,main highway?

6. If you wanted to know the distance from E'Pa3here to Boston you would say, sillow is
it to Boston.ii

7. Name the month between Januazy and r-PE,Liutv ek %I
March.

8. what day comes between Monday and E./742.dil
Wednesdv? :

9. What other names do you have for a
cloudy dv?

10.. What do you say when the clouds are
decreasing?

31:: What do you sv when the clouds are increasing? Ehez.rD fj fendk 22-..9/0:7

32. What do: you say when the wind is increasing IP to T.5 Jiko S fc)



13. What do you call a prolonged period
of time with little or no rainfall?

14. What do you say when the wind is
decreasing?

35. What do you call it when hay is cut
more than once in a season?

16. Wnat would you use to carry five
gallons of water outside the house?

17. If a farmer goes to work in the fields
all day long, what does he carry his noon
meal in?

18. Wnat is the name of the shallow metal
pan with a handle on it, used for preparing
meat for a meal?

19. Where do you put unusable items of
food after a meal?

20.. What would you use to get liquid into
a container with a narrow opening?
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21., If an item is broken and you want to make
it usable again, you say you it.

22. What do you call the long iron bar used
to assist in removing large stones from the
earth?

23. A smaller iron bar with a curved end.
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24. A farm implement with discs or teeth
used to smooth out a field is called cw.-0



P. l>.o3rae .tire :has been punctured by a nail
bayP VAP 3-nner

ggs,. 171.'44 O pu pan the long wooden thing
igp PAt pt pri .

rip What do ou Call small l'ish often used
fpr tsAit7

2. wpat 40 ry1:1 ogal the long thin things
tha boys 4:ig up :in gardens to use for
1:44#7

29, glat :1-s the name or the small insect
th# 4-4P11." light .trpin j.ts tan?

..30, what is the name or the small, red
anci round vegetable with a white inside,

.1-.P Often used in salads? It is
WIP9P1V grown 141 a home garden.

itat do you call an egg that is taken
out of 5,t; *141 and cooked in boiling
w4tgr7

P.,. Name the parts of an egg.

,t Vaal 11.43. been sitting out for
g rev days begoznoS thick and is called

What do yeu call the lumpy cheese
Ikade frgrA sour milk?
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what do yow. cal a sort drink, usually
bjt TIPt alwAYS caltonated?

Vhat do rm gel it when you eat
laatween meals?



.37. In order to get food from your mouth
into your stomach you

38. What do you call a piece of upholstered
ftrniture with arms on both ends which is
large enough for two or more people?

39. What do you call the black stuff on
the inside of a fireplace?

40. What do you call the little room off
of the kitchen where dishes and unrefrigerated
foods are kept?

43.. What do you call the top of the
house?

42. What do you
that is outside,
mv be either in

call the part of the house
sometimes screened. in, and
back or in front?
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43. If your flesh had been torn by the teeth
of a dog yesterdays you would say, "I .11

114. If you had an ertreme1y
fishing trip last week you mi

a dozen trout last

successila
ght szkyr "I
week."

45. In referring .to an item you received
for your birthday you would say, qr wife

gave it to me on rry birthday."

46. If someone was on his knees in church
last SUadaz, you would say,

47. In talking about the number of times
you have been on horseback you might say.,
"I have mem hor se s. "
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48.. If you had been bothered. by the
neighborhood children you might sv,
"Those kids Try doorbell a hundred
times yesterday."

.49. In warning a child who was getting too
close to a fire you might say, "If I
you I wouldn It get "any closer."..

50. In talking about something a child ,....ta hc,v A h
stshouldn't have done yeerday you might 3 1 [id i

say: "He .11


